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ABSTRACT 
The rates of reactions of ortho-substituted benzyl amines (BA) with benzyl bromide (BB) were measured 

using conductivity technique in methanol medium. The reaction followed a total second order path. The 

end product of the reaction is identified as di-benzyl alkyl amine (C6H5CH2N(R)CH2C6H5). The rates 

decreased with increase in resonance contribution or with increase in the 𝜎𝑅
𝑜  value of electron donating 

substituents (X) like methoxy (𝜎𝑅
𝑜  = -0.43), Cl (𝜎𝑅

𝑜  = -0.24), at ortho position of the amine till 𝜎𝑅
𝑜  value 

becomes -0.15 for methyl (𝜎𝑅
𝑜= -0.15) and then the rates decreased with decrease in resonance 

contribution or with increase in 𝜎𝑅
𝑜  value of electron withdrawing substituents (X) like H and CF3 (𝜎𝑅

𝑜  of H 

= 0.00 and 𝜎𝑅
𝑜  of CF3= 0.1). The locus of the resonance free energy relationship (RFER) has a maximum 

near the point for ortho-methyl benzyl amine showing that there is a sharp change in the rate determining 

step. A mechanism involving formation of an SN2 type transition state between the amine nucleophiles and 

the benzyl bromide and its subsequent decomposition is proposed. Activation parameters were calculated 

and discussed. 

 

Keywords:  Non-linear resonance free energy correlation, reactions of benzyl amines, reactions of benzyl 

bromide, and change in rate determining step. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Though the Hammett and Taft equations are nearly more than seventy five years old, the interest even 

today in their application for predicting the organic reaction mechanisms is still continuing. Ever since the 

Hammett [1] and Taft [2,3] equations were developed, there were several hundreds of reactions with meta- 

and para- substituted benzene derivatives in the literature, for which the Hammett and Taft reaction () 

constants were reported. There were some reactions which deviate from linearity of Hammett  plot and 

documented in detail by Schreck [4]. There were several reports on non-linear Hammett relationships. An 

example of nonlinear Hammett  plot is that reported by Crowell et.al. [5] in the reaction of aromatic 

aldehydes with n-butyl amine. The products are substituted benzylidene-n-butyl amines. This was 
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interpreted in terms of the change in the rate determining step from reversible addition of amine to 

aldehyde to the subsequent dehydration step which is favored by electron donating substituents. Hancock 

et al had tried to explain the V-shaped Hammett locus based on the same explanations of change in 

mechanisms of Wolf-Kishner reaction of hydrazones [6] and U-shaped Hammett locus for the rates of 

solvolysis and thiosulfate reactions of α-chloro toluenes [7] for two sets of electron donating and electron 

withdrawing of substituents. One of the recent examples in this direction is the reactions of alkaline 

hydrolysis of O-aryl thionobenzoates [8]. Another notable example of this kind is from our laboratory in 

the reactions of N-substituted benzylamines with benzyl bromides [9]. 
 

DISCUSSION 

 
The conductivity of the reaction mixture increases with time as the reaction produces HBr as one of the 

end products. 

Under the conditions [o-BA] > > [BB], the plot of log (C∞ - Ct) versus time (eq. 1) was linear until three 

half-lives with correlation coefficient of 0.999, indicating the order in [BB] was unity. 

log (C∞ - Ct) = log (C∞ - Co) - (k/2.303)  t  (1) 

Here C∞, Co and Ct are the conductivities of the reaction mixture at infinite time, initial and at regular 

intervals of time respectively. From slopes of such plots, the pseudo first order rate constants (kobsd/min) 

were calculated for all the o-substituted benzylamines. The plot of log (kobsd/min) versus log [BA] was 

again found to be linear with a correlation coefficient of 0.995 indicating the order in [BA] was unity. 

The pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobsd) for all reactions obeyed eq. (2) in methanol. The clean second-

order rate constants, k was obtained as the slope of the plot of kobsd against [benzylamine]. The second-

order rate constants (k) are summarized in table 1. 

kobsd =  k [benzylamine]  (2) 

Therefore the simple rate equation of the reaction would be: 

Rate = k [benzylamine] [benzyl bromide] 

where „k’ is the second order rate constant. Under otherwise similar conditions the solvolysis reaction of 

benzyl bromide in the absence of benzylamine was checked and the rate was found to be 10 times less than 

the rate of the second order reaction. Hence the rates of background reaction of benzyl bromide were 

neglected in these studies. 
 

Table-1: Effect of temperature and substituent on k and activation parameters in ortho-substituted 

benzylamines - benzyl bromide reaction 
[BA]= 0.1 mol dm-3, [BB] = 0.01 mol dm-3, Solvent: methanol, Temp = 298-313K 

 

Reaction mechanism and substituent effects: Since the total order of the reaction is two, a bimolecular 

type of reaction is proposed as shown in the following mechanism via an SN2-type transition state (Scheme 

1). 

 

X in BA σR
0  

k x 10
2
 (dm

3 
mol

-1
 min

-1
) Ea 

k J mol
-1

 
H

≠ 

k J mol
-1

 

-S
≠ 

J (mol K)
-1

 298K 303K 308K 313K 

2-CH3O -0.43 2.93 3.43 5.30 6.75 45.5 42.9 131 

2-Cl -0.24 6.90 11.2 19.3 33.0 80.6 78.5 6.02 

2-CH3 -0.15 8.90 12.3 24.9 40.5 80.9 78.4 3.02 

H 0.00 5.76 8.51 13.5 30.4 81.2 79.8 1.69 

2-CF3 0.10 3.98 6.30 10.1 15.7 70.5 68.0 44.0 
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Structure reactivity: The rates decreased with increase in resonance contribution or with increase in the 

σR
0  value of electron donating substituents (X) like methoxy (σR

o  = -0.43), Cl (σR
o = -0.24), at ortho position 

of the amine till σR
0  value becomes -0.15 for methyl (σR

o = -0.15) and then the rates decreased with decrease 

in resonance contribution or with increase in R value of electron withdrawing substituents (X) like H and 

CF3 (σR
o of H = 0.00 and σR

o of CF3= 0.1). The locus of the resonance free energy relationship (RFER) has a 

maximum near the point for ortho-methyl benzyl amine showing that there is a sharp change in the rate 

determining step (Figure 1). σR
o  values are from reference 10. A mechanism involving formation of an SN2 

type transition state between the amine nucleophiles and the benzyl bromide and its subsequent 

decomposition is proposed.  
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Mechanistic implications of ∆S
≠
: The formation of the transition state involves the combination of two 

reactants to give one species. This would result in a loss of several translational degrees of freedom of the 

reactants, leading to high negative entropy of activation.  

 

Effect of temperature: The rate constants (k) for the reaction of benzylamines were found to increase 

with increase in temperature. The activation energy (Ea) is evaluated from Arrhenius plots of ln k versus 

1/T and activation parameters were evaluated from Eyring plots of ln k/T versus 1/T and these values are 

presented in the table-1. The negative ∆S
≠
 values indicate that the loss of entropy during the formation of 

unstable ionic transition state, which promotes a high degree of solvation and hence loss in entropy. 

 

Isokinetic relationship: An isokinetic plot is obtained in the present work when H
≠
 is plotted against S

≠
 

according to the equation H
≠
 = β S

≠
 + constant, the slope of which corresponds to an isokinetic 

temperature β of 281 K, which is well below the experimental temperature range (298–313 K) used in the 

present reactions to study the effect of temperature on reaction rates. According to isokinetic theory [11], 

this means that the effect exerted by the ortho- substituted of benzyl amines, both the processes i.e. 

formation and the heterolysis of the transition state are controlled predominantly by entropy. 

 

It has been asserted that apparently linear correlations of H
≠
 with S

≠ 
are sometime misleading and the 

evaluation of β by means of the equation H
≠
 = β S

≠
 + constant, lacks statistical validity [12]. Exner [13] 

describes an alternative method for the treatment of experimental data. If the rates of several reactions in a 

series have been measured at different temperatures and log k2 (at T2) is linearly related to log k1 (at T1), 

i.e., according to the equation, log k2 = a + b log k1, so that β can be evaluated using the equation, β = T1T2 

(1–b)/(T1 - T2b). We have calculated the isokinetic temperature β as 275K by plotting log k2 at 313 K 

versus log k1 at 303 K as the value of β (275) is lower than the experimental temperature 298 K. This 

indicates that the rate is governed by entropy of activation [14]. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

The reactions of ortho- substituted benzylamines with benzyl bromide follow a SN2 type reaction. The 

reactions are entropy controlled. 
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